
SIFTING REPORT £15

SIFTING REPORT + SELECTION REPORT UPGRADE £35 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT REPORT £48

JOB ANALYSIS SURVEY (JAS) REPORT
*TO REGISTERED USERS FREE*

360º FEEDBACK REPORT £120

360º COACHING SUPPLEMENT £35

Workshops 

PROFILE:MATCH2      WORKSHOP (OPTIONAL) £495

PROFILE:MATCH2     360 WORKSHOP £495

SELECTION REPORT £30

INTERVIEW GUIDE £30

FEEDBACK REPORT £12

Linking personality and soft-skill competencies to on-the-job performance, Profile:Match2     
 assessments are tailored to the requirements of a specific job and provide insight into the

behaviours critical to job success. 

PROFILE:MATCH2
PROFILE:MATCH 360
PRICE LIST 2024

Job Analysis Survey (JAS)

info@psychological-consultancy.com | +44(0)1892 559540

Development

Sifting Report

360 feedback

All prices are subject to VAT at the standard rate | Reports are
priced in credits - each credit costs £1  | All prices are based on
templates using up to 10 competencies

Our Job Analysis Survey (JAS) will help you determine the
competencies critical to success. Managers, supervisors or
individuals who have done the job or are familiar with it
complete the survey and the report prioritises the
competencies required and indexes them to show the
relative importance of each.

The Sifting Report makes it easy to screen candidates prior
to interview based on the specific skills and behaviours
you’re looking for, giving you a one-page summary to help
narrow down your applicant pool.

Selection Report 
The Selection Report is more in-depth, with interpretive text
describing behavioural implications of a candidate’s
profile and highlighting areas to explore for each
competency, enabling you to objectively compare them to
your other candidates.

The Personal Development Report provides a
comprehensive overview of an individual’s personality
using selected competencies.

Interview Guide 
Based on a candidate’s competency scores, the Interview
Guide supports the interviewer to probe for further
evidence, generating questions to help you explore
potential gaps.

In this 360 approach, an individual’s self-ratings of
performance are compared to observer ratings from line
managers, peers, direct reports or clients, based on the
chosen competencies for that role.

Feedback Report 
The Feedback Report is designed to be given to
candidates for their own information. It describes their
personality profile against the aspects of personality
selected for that specific role, highlighting strengths and
potential areas for development.

You do not need to be certified to use Profile:Match2     but
we offer an optional training workshop. Certification is
required for Profile:Match2 360

Training 


